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 eu06. I have tried updating to factory version.01 and.10 firmware. Neither worked. For the.01 firmware I get no picture after grub, same with.10 firmware. I tried updating the firmware with tool provided. Does anyone know how to get the firmware to update?Thank you Hi,This is how i got this dsp firmware working. Please note that the dspfirmware is a long way back, older than firmware version.
DSP version which is supported is F.I.R.M. 4.21. A cellphone at a vending machine was used to verify winning lottery ticket numbers before it was paid out (Source: Facebook) A California lottery winner claims his winnings were stolen using a cellphone stolen from a vending machine. According to ABC7, on Saturday, June 9, a man bought a ‘Fireball’ ticket at a gas station in Vacaville, California,

and “just couldn’t believe” he had won $2.2 million. His bank immediately transferred the $50,000 prize to his debit card. But the winnings vanished from his account within the next 24 hours. So the 27-year-old man rushed to the gas station where he bought the ticket and found the cellphone he says was used to verify the winning numbers. He turned over the phone, and his numbers were confirmed.
“The casino was notified of the lost ticket and after a few days had been passed, the numbers were confirmed to be the winning numbers,” he said. Story continues below advertisement The man’s brother said he lost track of the phone at a friend’s house. “I lost my wallet. My phone, I lost my phone, I lost everything,” he said. He says he wants to turn the phone over to police, but said he doesn’t know

how to go about it. He’s “panicking” he won’t be able to pay for the legal fees to fight the lawsuit. Read more: A ‘game-changing’ billion-dollar lottery ticket sold in British Columbia this week is making itself at home in Canada (WATCH: June 19, 2018) A man wins $2.2M in lottery, vows to buy everyone a hot dog on his birthday (WATCH) Man 520fdb1ae7
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